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About This Content

Entrada Interactive and the entire Miscreated team thanks you for your continued support of Miscreated! The Iron Sons' Cache
will provide you with the following extra content:
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Exclusive Weapon Skins

Display your Iron Sons' pride by using any of the 15 included exclusive weapon skins in Miscreated.
To apply any of the exclusive skins to your weapon, just visit any Amalgamated kiosk in the game and they will be displayed in
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the Skins tab, then right-click on the weapon in your player's inventory you want a skin applied to.

Cleaver Bloody Skin

Crowbar Bloody Skin

Machete Damascus Skin

Pipe Wrench Bloody Skin

ACAW Scorched Desert Skin

AK74U Gold Skin

AP85 Silver Skin

AUMP45 White Skulls Skin

Bulldog Paint Splatter Skin

Cx8 Urban Blue Camo Skin

M9A1 Tempered Skin

Makarov Mud Skin

P350 Bronze Skin

PX4 Skulls Skin

R90 Scorched Earth Skin

Exclusive Wallpapers

Enhance the look of your computer by using one of the 10 exclusive Miscreated wallpapers. The wallpapers are all captured at a
4K resolution, so they will look extra sharp!

Concept Artwork

View 30 pieces of concept art and inspiration boards that were used in the development of Miscreated. As an added bonus, the
Iron Sons' logo is also included in PSD format, so you can use it to express your distaste for, and rise up against, the

Amalgamated corporation.

Main Menu Theme Music

The Miscreated main menu theme music is included in MP3 format. The musical score was composed and performed by
Anthony Casalena. Both the 1 minute short version and the full 10 minute looping versions are included.

Game Maps

8K resolution maps of the main islands level. Print it out and post it on your wall!
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Title: Miscreated - Iron Sons' Cache
Genre: Action
Developer:
Entrada Interactive LLC
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7Windows 7+ 64-Bit

Processor: Intel i5-6600K or AMD Ryzen 3 1300X

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 780 or Radeon R9 285

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English
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miscreated iron sons cache

The game is flawed but really original and clever. Not enough developers have a singular vision for a game and stick to it despite
pressure from a vocal minority. Ignore the MIXED review rating. Most indie strategy games have 50-60% positive reviews
because they are niche genres, have complex and new concepts and many people buy games on sale without reading the store
info and just gather expectations by looking at images. 8\/10 times that will result in a negative review.

This is a slow and meticulous game where you will plan your strategy a dozen moves ahead. Still you won't feel overwhelmed at
any point. The game's slower pace allows you to adjust to evolving scenarios with the opposition. The game is considered
finished but the developer continues to occasionally update the game based on reasonable feedback. It was last updated in
March and April(now June). I recommend the game to those who have an interest in historical secret societies, rising religious
powers and intelligence(spies) warfare.

Support original game designers or we will be playing the same old boring FPS Survival games or MOBAS. YUCK! Let's spend
$20-40\/month supporting clever developers, especially in the Strategy\/Tycoon\/Sim genre which is ignored by mainstream
mostly(except for a few stragglers). It's up to us. A great game overall. When this first came out, the graphics were decent but
what was more appealing was the story. The ending as everyone who enjoyed the game will say was the most unexpected. It's a
shame they didn't make a sequel. The personalities and chemistry between the main character and Aida is what makes this game
enjoyable.. it's Fun play like Yume Nikki but sadly....only one ending and is not longer than Yume Nikki. As a botanist, I want
to love this game, but it just falls short on many levels. Way too much spam clicking.. 1. What is Aquanox 2?
Aquanox 2 is the sequel to the sci-fi-underwater shooter Aquanox 1.

2. Do I have to play the first game before I start with Aquanox 2?
No, because Aquanox 2 has its own storyline and you will play as a new main character.
You will meet some characters from the first game, but you won\u00b4t miss much if you didn \u00b4t play the first game.

3. Is it worth buying?
If you liked the first game or games like X-Wing vs Tie-Fighter or Wing Commander, you should give this one a try.

4. I played Aquanox 1, what is the difference between the first and the second game?
As I mentioned you will play a new main character. The new storyline is pretty good, more serious and not as cheesy as the first
game. The graphics are not as colourful as the first
game, but with better textures and its a little darker now with brown colours. The voice
acting also improved a bit.

5. Can I still choose different ships and upgrade my weapons?
Yes there are not as many ships anymore in the game, but still enough to have a decent variety. The weapons from the first game
return and are more easy to shoot (higher bullet velocity and shorter travel speed). You can still upgrade your ships and
weapons. You can now sell your equipment or store it outside your ship.

6. What are the missions like?
You will be able to speak to your crew members often before or after the missions. You can prepare yourself and read the
mission text before you start. The missions also vary between exploration, destruction, escape or protection. Often you will have
some wingmen to help you out.

If you liked this review be sure to hit the like button to help other players with helpful reviews. Thanks!. I think the game is
awesome but we played it so much different than what the designers want us to play until level 13 we didnt use speed bar i mean
we didnt change it from the start when we understand that we can manipulate it, the game is totaly went to another level its all in
all great and the game almost is free in terms of its price. So I think if u have enough spare time to play it go and buy it.
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This game is filled with countless bugs but still is extremely fun and a great game. Fantastic game for kids. Great mix of math,
logic, gameplay.. Even more of what you grew tired of hours ago.. This is a fun, stylish top down action sprint. The gameplay is
simple: move around and punch or grab bad guys until you get from the start of a level to the finish. What keeps it fresh are the
artistic visuals and the INCREDIBLE dynamic jazzy soundtrack. Playing this game is like orchestrating a jam session of
violence that feels different every time. Even with simple mechanics, it creates an addictive gameplay loop.. I know they copied
boom beach in every way but this game and boom bech are pretty good. Let's not pretend this is the best thing since sliced
bread: this is a cheap and cheerful, if amusing, pastiche of a Spectrum game, with modern touches such as "it's basically fair". It
was amusing and harmless for two hours, it pushed my nostalgia button (particularly the sound of the attributes loading in on the
loading screen), and that's that. Recommended to people like me because it's cheap.. Make no mistake, this game can kick you
in the shins something fierce, but it's still a fun game - especially with Multiplayer in mind.. Usually, all games under VR tag
have some kind of whiteboarding ability, this software only have whiteboards.

And by "only" i mean, it does not even have a floor. Or a sky. Or lightening. And you are totally unable to change that.
No options, no extras, no habilities. Nothing but Whiteboards.

Good idea, but not worth the price at this moment.
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